
Smart Play
®
:     Venti™

Better playgrounds. Better world.®



See Smart Play®: Venti™ and other great playground  
designs on our Playground Inspirations app.  
Download it today at playlsi.com/inspirations-app

Playground  
Inspirations
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Designed for kids ages 5 to 12, Smart Play®: Venti™ 

packs 20 exciting activities into its compact size. 

Nets, slides, belts and climbers provide challenges 

that promote physical development and strategic 

thinking, while also creating hangouts where kids can 

take a break and connect with others. With multiple 

entry points and plenty of activities, this accessible 

playstructure can accommodate a whole class at once! 

Smart Play: Venti epitomizes smart design. Materials are 

used efficiently to create a large number of activities. 

The compact size requires less space and surfacing 

material than typical playgrounds, resulting in a lower 

total investment. Choose three colors to create the 

unique aesthetic that will draw kids in to explore all the 

fun that Smart Play: Venti has to offer.

20 times the play value
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1. Cargo Net A large horizontal net with 
strategically placed pods is good for climbing, 
bouncing, balancing or just relaxing

2. Inclined Cable Walk A network of 
cables forms a path from one platform to  
the next

3. Belt Bridge A flexible climber that is fun 
for walking, crawling and bouncing

4. Vertical Panel Climber Kids can climb 
up the unique shapes and peek through to see 

friends on other activities
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Start the  
countdown to fun!
With Smart Play®: Venti™, kids 

benefit from a multitude of  

developmentally appropriate  

challenges provided by  

20 interactive play events.
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5. Panel Maze The translucent panel highlights a 
relief maze for unique problem solving

6. Windowpane Overhead Ladder Kids use 
upper-body strength and problem-solving skills to find 
a way across this signature playground component

7. TightRope Kids hold on while traversing the rope 
and avoiding movable obstacles

8. Chinning Bar Kids build upper-body strength by 

reaching for this challenge
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9. Wood Plank Ladder Wood-grain  
textured planks lend a natural look to this climber

10. Cabin Climber Kids scramble up the  
outside while others relax inside

11. Double Swoosh™ Poly Slide Two kids 
can race down our steepest double racer slide

12. Single Poly Slide A kid favorite that  
develops balance, coordination and motor- 
planning skills

13. Fire Pole A fun way to slide to the ground
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14. Square Loop Incline Climber 
Kids can climb outside or inside the rungs 
of this unique climber

15. Square Loop Vertical Climber 
Kids climb up to a higher level or across to 
other activities

16. Swiggle Stix® Improve balance and 
depth perception while stepping across the 
pods

17. Cabin Seating Area A cozy space 
for kids, parents or teachers to hang out 
amidst the play
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Smart Play®: Venti™

Minimum area required: 45'2" x 39'2"
Maximum fall height: 87"
• Compact structure

• Accessible

• ADA compliant

•  Choice of one color each for Permalene®, 
posts and polyethylene

•  Direct Bury or Surface Mount

• Steel or Aluminum Posts

#210739
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18. Turning Bar Great for flips or hanging

19. Square Steppers Elevated steps lead from one 
activity to the next and provide a different perspective on 
the environment

20. Belt Hammock Perfect for lounging while immersed 
in play

Not pictured: Transfer Station An easy access 
point for kids to transfer from wheelchair to playground

30 ProShield®, 12 Permalene® and 11 polyethylene color options provide a multitude of looks.
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Since 1971, Landscape Structures has been committed to enhancing children’s lives by fostering and creating  
inspiring play experiences while honoring the environment. We create innovative playground equipment to inspire  

children to grow strong bodies and minds so their futures remain bright. And to further ensure a better tomorrow, we are  
sensitive to the environment through manufacturing practices that minimize our impact on the earth. Our goal from day 

 one has been to foster healthy children playing in healthy communities year after year, generation after generation.

Contact your local playground consultant at 888.438.6574 or 763.972.5200 to learn more. Or visit playlsi.com.
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